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- 
 

DOCTOR Rrr! 
 

An ALTERNATE Lion-Puppet DOCTOR! 
 

 

 
 

WHERE’S DR. RRR! GONE? PART 2 
 
Doctor Rrr! and The Surgeon had left The Surgeon’s Universe/Reality 
behind and were traveling in Roar’s modified TARDIS between Parallel 
Universes. They worked a bit on The Surgeon’s broken machine, but also 
had some great big adventures together, visiting some wonderful and 
strange places. 
 
First, they landed at a Train Station on a Hoomaanian colony in the 31st 
galaxy. 
“Where are we?” asked The Surgeon, Rrr shrugged. “It’s an Intergalactic 
Train Station, 02600 to Triangulum should be along any minute!” 
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They were shocked to see a lone TimeDalek, battered and scarred 
materialise. 
“WHEN’S THE NEXT TRAIN?” It asked. 
“A TimeDalek, quick, skedaddle!” Dr. Rrr said, so they hopped back into 
the TARDIS and left that Reality behind. 
 
They next arrived at what could’ve been the Welsh Hills, but they 
weren’t sure. 
“Croeso” The Surgeon said, which was all the Welsh he knew! 
They had a trip up the Hills and enjoyed themselves, for a change! 
 
Then they had a day at the Beach! Then a quick walk into Chinatown 
“I don’t know why, but every universe we cross into, there’s an alternate 
version of Earth.” 
The Surgeon agreed. “It’s like an infinite number of Earth’s” He 
commentated. 
 
That hypothesis turned out to be right when they arrived at an Alternate 
version of Liverpool’s Albert Dock in a fun-filled, brightly costumed day 
with lots of strange and wonderfully dressed people and creatures and 
also-people mingled and tingled. The Surgeon was fascinated, though Dr. 
Rrr said he’d been there before, just not in this Reality, so they mingled 
and tingled with the rest. 
 
They arrived at another train station. “Oh no, not another railway 
station.” The Surgeon complained, so they left and tinkered with The 
Surgeon’s TARDIS using bits left at the station. 
 
They hopped somewhere else in that Reality, a peaceful, serene 
countryside place, farms and fields dotted the horizon, broken by a large 
bellow. 
“Oh no, it’s attack of the Sheep monster!” They whipped out their Sonic 
Screwdrivers and stopped the 6o foot mutant shaun the sheep right in its 
tracks. 
 
Then they tried having a conversation with stone/iron men on New 
Crosby Beach, which turned out to be Robosentinels and they got chased 
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around a bit until they returned to the TARDIS. “Can we go to 
somewhere that isn’t Earth?” The Surgeon suggested. 
“What is this Dr. Rrr’s Timetours?” Dr. Rrr retorted. 
“We need to get my TARDIS fixed.” The Surgeon pointed out. So they 
went to a high-Tech Industrial Universe, but found it under attack by 
The Centuroid Armada. 
 
“YOU-WILL-BE-CONVERTED!” One stated. 
 
“LEG IT!” they shouted, accidentally setting off a thermonuclear chain 
reaction that atomised the entire Armada as the TARDIS shifted into 
another Reality. 
 
They found themselves on a freezing cold Winterworld of snow and ice. 
“Is this Hoth, I’m freezing my fur off?” The Surgeon asked, having read 
an old Star Wars novel in the Library. 
“In an Infinite number of Whoniverses, anything’s possible.” Dr. Rrr 
stated. 
 
They agreed it was too cold to do anything and escaped an avalanche as 
The Surgeon’s repairs on his machine took priority. 
 
Doctor Rrr had modified it to be like his, so it could travel between 
Universes/Reality’s and other Realms 
They parted ways at Stonehenge on a sunny evening, with the sunset 
fading behind the stones. 
 
The Surgeon was off on his own great big Transdimensional adventure, 
landing in a reality that looked like Stonehenge, but made out of toilet 
rolls! 
 
Dr. Rrr liked having his TARDIS back to himself again, but got caught 
up in some kind of multi-coloured, swirly-whirly effect, where was he off 
to now?? 
 
Time Travelling had never been so much FUN! 
 
Ian Cai Mercer 2016 
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